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the registries were set up in 2009. the distributions of donors,
transplant recipients and transplant hospital centres were broadly

similar between the registries. the historic cohort consists of 16 674
donors and 10 265 transplant recipients that were recorded in the

registries from september 2009 to april 2020. methods: the number
of searches conducted by registries was collected from january 11th,

2020 to march 2nd 2020. questions regarding donor travel
restrictions and quarantine were collected from april 1st 2020. the
number of donor work-ups, collection numbers and availability of

donors in all registries was collected from april 1st 2020 to may 11th
2020. results: the number of searches by registries ranged from

4140 in april to 86560 in may. the number of donor work-ups in april
ranged from 3769 to 5244 with an average of 3734. the number of

collections in april ranged from 889 to 2501 with an average of
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1884. the number of registered donors worldwide was 312,000,
while the number of active donors in the registries was 21,700.

donor travel was not restricted in all donor work-ups, and average
donor travel time was 20 days. donor availability varied from 88% to

100% in different registries. 86% of donors were found within a
range of 160-200 miles. only 29% of transplants were transplanted

within 160-200 miles of the donor’s home, and only 3% of transplant
centres were outside of the uk. source of donor cells for

transplantation was unmatched cord blood units in 60%, related
donors in 9.5% and unrelated in 28.5% of transplants. one patient

with inherited aplastic anemia received bone marrow from an
unrelated donor.
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biosciences, myeloid therapeutics, and arsenalbio; serves on

scientific advisory boards for t-curx and century therapeutics; has
served on advisory boards for nektar therapeutics, allogene,

kite/gilead, novartis, humanigen, pact pharma, amgen, and astra
zeneca; and has patents licensed to juno therapeutics. the remaining

authors declare no competing financial interests. results: we
identified 38.759 allosct recipients with a full data set of pre-existing
comorbidities. the prevalence of the specific comorbidities is given in
figure 1a. pulmonary comorbidity, infections and cardiac comorbidity

occurred most frequently. we found that pre-existing renal
comorbidity, defined as creatinine serum values of 2mg/dl or

previous renal transplant, had the strongest association with nrm (hr
1.96 [95% ci 1.64-2.34]. in addition, we found a significant

association of multiple pre-existing comorbidities with nrm including
diabetes, infections, hepatic comorbidity, cardiac comorbidity and
pulmonary comorbidity. however, the hr of the association of these

comorbidities with nrm was relatively low and did not exceed 1.32. a
summary of the association of individual comorbidities with outcome
is given in figure 1b. because of the rather moderate impact of these

individual (non-renal) comorbidities we were interested on the
performance of the hematopoietic cell transplantation comorbidity
index (hct-ci). we found that the risk of nrm was significantly but

only moderately increased in patients with higher hct-ci (hct-ci 1-2 hr
1.14 [1. 5ec8ef588b
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